Abstract-As a developer works on a change task, he or she might perceive some parts of the task as easy and other parts as being very difficult. Currently, little is known about when a developer experiences different difficulty levels, although being able to assess these difficulty levels would be helpful for many reasons. For instance, a developer's perceived difficulty might be used to determine the likelihood of a bug being introduced into the code or the quality of the code a developer is working with. In psychology, biometric measurements, such as electro-dermal activity or heart rate, have already been extensively used to assess a person's mental state and emotions, but only little research has been conducted to investigate how these sensors can be used in the context of software engineering. In our research we want to take advantage of the insights gained in these psychological studies and investigate whether such biometric sensors can be used to measure developers' perceived difficulty while working on a change task and support them in their work.
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I. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Not all parts of a change task on which a developer works are at an equal level of difficulty. As a developer works on a change task, the developer might perceive some parts of the task as easy and other parts as having a high level of difficulty. Currently, very little is known about when a developer experiences different difficulty levels, particularly since difficulty has largely been investigated in terms of the artefacts on which a developer works. For instance, approaches have used code or process metrics to determine the complexity or defect-proneness of code [1] [2] [3] . The perceived level of difficulty might be assessed using results from psychology that indicate that biometric measurements, such as electro-dermal activity (EDA) or skin temperature can be used to measure a person's emotions and cognitive states (eg. [4] [5] [6] ) and might thereby approximate the perceived difficulty.
Knowing what kind of emotions and difficulty levels a developer experiences while working on a change task opens up opportunities to support developers in their work. For instance, the perceived difficulty, based on biometric sensor data, might be used to determine the likelihood of a bug being introduced into the code or the quality of the code a developer is working with. As another example, the perceived emotions might be used to assess whether a developer is currently stuck on a particular difficult part of the code.
II. RELATED WORK
Related work can broadly be categorised into three major areas: 1) research in software engineering on developers' emotions and task difficulty, 2) studies investigating the use of biometric measures in psychology, and 3) the use of biometrics in software engineering.
A. Emotions & Difficulties
Several studies observed developers or induced certain moods to investigate developers' emotions and whether they are correlated with productivity (eg. [7] [8] [9] [10] ). For instance, Khan et al. [9] induced developers' moods through videos and physical exercises to examine the influence of developers' moods on their debugging performance. These studies provide initial evidence that a correlation exists between a developer's emotions and his or her productivity.
Research also investigated ways to measure task difficulty. These approaches predominantly use various code metrics such as complexity metrics (eg. [1, 2] ), or size metrics [11] to assess the difficulty of code comprehension tasks. Another body of research focused on empirical studies and reported on common difficulties that developers face during code comprehension tasks (eg. [12, 13] ). None of these approaches used biometric sensors to measure task difficulty.
B. Biometrics & Psychology
In psychology, extensive research on biometrics, in particular brain-, heart-, skin-, and eye-related measurements and their relation to cognitive processes and states in humans has been conducted. For instance, brain-related measurements, such as brainwave frequency bands, are most commonly captured with an electroencephalography (EEG), and were linked to working load memory (eg. [14, 15] ) and task engagement (eg. [16, 17] ). Studies investigating heart-related measurements have found that the heart rate (HR) and the heart rate variability (HRV) correlate with task difficulty levels (eg. [18, 19] ) and that the blood volume pulse (BVP) can be used to detect emotions (eg. [20, 21] ). Skin-related measurements, such as electro-dermal activity (EDA), or the skin temperature have been linked to cognitive load and task difficulty levels (eg. [4, 22] ) and were used to analyse emotions (eg. [5, 6] ). Concerning eye-related measurements, research has found correlations between pupil sizes and memory load [23] , cognitive workload [24] , as well as task difficulty [23] . In our research, we build upon these findings and investigate how biometric sensors can be used to measure developers' emotions and difficulty levels while working on a change task.
C. Biometrics in Software Engineering
Most of the studies in software engineering using biometrics have focused on eye-tracking technology and have investigated how developers comprehend code (eg. [25] [26] [27] ). Only very few studies investigated the use of other biometric sensors. For instance, Parnin et al. [28] relied on electromyography to measure developers' sub-vocal utterances and found that these utterances might be used to measure programming task difficulty. Sigmund et al. [29] examined the active brain regions during small code comprehension tasks using fMRI technology. In contrast to these studies, we investigate the use of a combination of biometric sensors to measure developers' emotions and difficulty while working on a change task.
III. PROPOSED RESEARCH AND EVALUATION
In our work, we take advantage of the advances and insights gained in various psychological studies and explore the potential of applying biometric sensors to the software engineering domain. In particular, we conduct exploratory studies to investigate how biometric sensors can be used to measure a developer's perceived difficulty while working on a change task. The hypothesis for our research is: Hypothesis. Biometric sensors can be used to measure the difficulty a developer experiences while working on a change task which in turn can be used to support developers in their work.
To evaluate our hypothesis, we focus on the following three research questions: Research Question 1. Can we use biometric measurements to accurately predict whether small code comprehension tasks are difficult or easy for an individual developer? Research Question 2. Can biometric sensors be used to assess the change in the emotions and progress that a developer experiences while working on a change task? Research Question 3. Can we use biometric sensors to model a developer's perceived difficulty while working on code elements?
To answer these research questions, we either already conducted or will conduct studies in which we collect biometric data from software developers performing various programming tasks. Figure 1 provides an overview of the data collection and analysis process we use in each of these studies. While the developers are working on their tasks, we record their biometric data with three different off-the-shelf sensors: an eye tracker called Eyetribe, a Neurosky Mindband EEG sensor, and an Empatica E3 wrist band. We have chosen these particular sensors for various reasons: 1) existing literature and research has linked the measurements recorded with these sensors to cognitive states and process, as well as emotions, 2) these sensors are less invasive than other similar devices, and 3) the sensors are affordable for an individual developer. Based on existing research and the results of our own studies, we clean the recorded biometric data and apply normalisation techniques to it. Afterwards, relevant features are extracted from the captured data. These features are fed into a machine learning classifier to infer measures for a developer's perceived difficulty.
ML c l a s s i f i e r Fig. 1 . Overview about the approach we follow to record biometric data and use machine learning to find measures for a developer's perceived difficultly.
This approach is used in all the studies we conducted or will conduct to answer our research questions. Each study is described in more detail in the following chapters.
A. RQ1: Biometrics & Developers' Difficulty Levels
Goal. In a first step, we investigated which biometric measurements can be used to predict whether short code comprehension tasks are perceived as easy or difficult by an individual software developer. More details on this study can be found in [30] . Study Setup. In a user study, we had 15 professional software developers work on 8 different short code comprehension tasks that were constructed to have a varying level of difficulty. While the developers where working on these tasks, we captured their biometric signals with three different sensors. After completing all the 8 tasks, the developers were asked to rank the tasks based on their difficulty. Evaluation & Results. We examined whether we can use the captured biometric data to build a machine learning classifier that is able to predict whether a given code comprehension task was perceived as easy or difficult by an individual developer. Using a leave-one-out cross validation approach, we found that we can predict task difficulty for a developer that was not in the training set with 64.99% precision and for a task not yet trained on with 84.38% precision. This suggests that it might be possible to use biometric sensors to predict a developer's perceived difficulty while working on a small task.
B. RQ 2: Biometrics & Developers' Emotions
Goal. In a second study, we focused on longer and more realistic tasks to investigate whether biometric sensors can be used to assess the changes in emotions and progress that developers experience while working on a change task. Details on this study can be found in [31] . Study Setup. We conducted a lab study with 17 participants who worked on two different change tasks each. Again, while the developers were working on these tasks, we collected biometric measurements with three different sensors and periodically asked the participants to assess their perceived emotions and progress on the task using a small survey. Evaluation & Results. The results show that developers generally experience a wide range of emotions and that these emotions are in general positively correlated with the perceived progress on the change task. The analysis has also shown that it is possible to build a machine learning classifier that is able to distinguish between positive and negative emotions in 71.36% and between low and high progress in 67.70% of all cases. This provides initial evidence that biometric sensors might be used to assess a developer's perceived emotions and progress.
C. RQ 3: Modeling Difficulty to Support Developers
Goal. For the third research question, we aim to use the insights gained in the studies for the first and second research question to investigate whether we can develop a model that captures the perceived difficulty of a developer working on a change task. In a second step, we aim to examine whether this model can be used to support developers in their work, by automatically identifying code elements that have a low quality and would therefore benefit from a refactoring or a thorough code review. Study Setup. To find answers to this research question, we plan to conduct a field study with professional software developers. While the developers are working on their usual change tasks in their normal work environment, we plan to collect two different kind of data: 1) biometric data collected with various sensors, and 2) the code elements a developer works with, captured with an eye tracker. Based on accurate time stamps that are captured with each data point, we will associated the experienced difficulty and emotions with the code elements a developer worked with. Evaluation & Results. For the evaluation, we will investigate whether our model of perceived difficulty and emotions could be used as an indicator for code with low quality. The basic assumption is that code elements that were frequently associated with negative emotions and high perceived difficulty might lack quality compared to other code elements. To verify this, we will compare the classification of our model with the actual quality issues that were found during a code review of the change tasks the developers were working on. In a second evaluation step, we will compare our model to established quality metrics, such as complexity metrics [32] .
IV. THREATS & LIMITATIONS
There are several threats and limitations to our user studies. A major threat is that biometric signals can be influenced by many other factors than the difficulty or emotions a developer experiences, for instance the time of day or personality traits. To mitigate this risk, we carefully design our user studies, for instance by conducting them in a quiet environment or by investigating the personality traits of the study participants in advance. Biometric sensors are also prone to noise and the data captured with these sensors might have a high variability between individuals [33] . This requires baseline and normalisation techniques to be applied before the data can be analysed. To capture biometric data, we have to get developers to wear several sensor devices which might be considered invasive by some of them. To mitigate this risk, we have carefully chosen the sensor devices to be as noninvasive as possible. Finally, due to the small sampling size, the results found in our research might not be generalisable to other populations than the study participants or to other tasks than the ones used in the studies. We mitigate this risk by choosing study participants with various backgrounds and by selecting study tasks representative of actual change tasks. Further studies need to be conducted to investigate the generalizability of our initial results.
V. EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS
The goal of our research is to investigate, in exploratory studies, the use of biometric measures to assess a developer's perceived difficulty working on a change task. Furthermore, we examine whether these measures can be used to support developers in their work, by automatically identifying code with low quality. The expected contributions of this research proposal are threefold: i) Initial evidence from several studies with professional software developers on the use of biometric sensors for assessing the difficulty and the emotions that a software developer perceives while working on a change task, ii) a reusable framework for recording, cleaning, and analysing biometric measurements, and iii) a model to capture and identify the difficulty and emotions a developer experiences and that can be used to support a developer while working on a change task. Figure 2 provides a chronological overview about the three research questions we aim to investigate and the publication goal for each of these research questions. (p la n n e d ) P h D t h e s is Fig. 2 . Chronological overview about the research we did, the research questions we are going to answer and the publication target for each research question.
VI. PROGRESS & OUTLOOK
The studies for the first and second research question have already been conducted and our results and contributions have been published and presented at ICSE'14 [30] , respectively ICSE'15 [31] . As a next step, we plan to conduct a further user study in the beginning of 2015 to find answers to the third research question. We will analyse the collected data during the second quarter of 2015 and submit our contributions and results to the International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) 2016.
